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InTRODuCTIOn 
Calligraphy creates a formal and 
celebratory atmosphere by estab-
lishing a communication symbolic 
of historically formal and aristocrat-
ic functions making it a favored 
choice for wedding communications 
including invitations, announce-
ments, thank -you cards, mementos, 
and décor. Handwritten lettering 
laid the foundation for typeface 
and set the stage for its expansive 
growth in styles. Accordingly, the 
focus of this essay will be on let-
tering as opposed to typeface. This 
study reaches back to the origins 
of those lettering communication 
styles to examine traditional and 
historical uses of lettering in for-
mal ceremonial communications. 
What is the purpose behind extrav-
agant wedding invitations such as 
those displayed in images 1 and 2 
(“Boxed Wedding Invitations|Box 
Invites|Box Invitation Cards”; 
Victoria Luxury Folding Wedding 
Invitations & Save the Date. - Etsy)?  
For several reasons, they suggest 
an extravagant event. They also 
provide a glimpse into the personal 
taste of the Bride & Groom.  The ar-
ticle Typography as a Form of Cultural 
Representation recognizes the power 
behind lettering style to express 

individuality, as the author writes:

“Today, typography is not 
only used in graphic design, 
but is also a striking and 
undeniable force in the way 
we express ourselves. In or 
modern world, typography 
concerns all design disci-
plines and is a tool for boost-
ing expressiveness within 
these fields (Typography as 
a Form of Cultural Represen-
tation).”

Modern marriages reflect the 
romantic love and commitment 
between a couple.  This was not 
always the case.  Previously mar-
riages reflected the legally binding 
agreement between two families to 
create an alliance through marriage 
and childbirth. While today mar-
riage is still legally binding, much 
of the focus of the marriage is on the 
wedding day. 

Image 1 Wedding Invite Box,  Anantmaya.com

Today, marriage is as much about 
a wedding celebration as anything 
else. In fact, researchers discovered 



that an average of 560 hours is spent 
planning weddings, while only an 
average of 8 hours in spent on mar-
riage preparation (Gervis; HRF).  
Weddings are a very big deal.  
However, the profound nature of 
the wedding has shifted from an 
immeasurable commitment to an 
enormous celebration. How did the 
lettering styles used to communi-
cate information about the wedding 
change as the function of the wed-
ding changed? 

Image 2 Wedding Invite Floral Victorian,  Victoria 
Luxury Folding Wedding Invitations & Save the 
Date. - Etsy

How has lettering contributed to 
the transformation of the American 
wedding? Before diving into the dis-
cussion on the impact of lettering on 
the wedding, it is important to clarify 
some of the terminology surrounding 
lettering, as much of it is very specific 
and then some have more than one 
name for the same practice.  Estab-
lishing how this essay uses terms will 
eliminate potential confusion. 

TERMInOLOgy

Typography is the study and prac-
tice of letter forms.  Typography 
impacts all forms of media, and 
with unique personalities, each 
style “conveys meaning,” while 
providing a “powerful boost” with 
increased visibility and accessibility 
(Saltz, sec.Introduction). A few other 
terms that make introduction to let-
ter-making arts confusing at first are 
typeface, lettering, and font. Kristin 
Cullen, author of Design Elements, 
Typography Fundamentals, explains 
how typography is uniquely spe-
cific “Systematized character sets fit 
for repeated use with ranges of text 
distinguish typography from other 
letter-making methods (Cullen 12).”  
Typeface is not hand lettering, cal-
ligraphy, or brush lettering (Ibid). 
Font is the style of any given set 
of type and can be either printed 
with a physical press or digitally.  
Lettering, therefore, by definition 
is not typeface or font because it is 
created by hand.  There are several 
styles of lettering made with the 
hand and each uses a unique tool to 
produce the unique style.  The paint-
ing project Here Comes The Bride, 
which is the catalyst for this essay 
in lettering utilizes brush lettering, 
and calligraphy to communicate the 



celebratory nature of the modern 
wedding (Williams, The Give Away).  
There is also another form of letter-
ing, aptly called Hand Lettering that 
will be included in other aspects of 
the project.  Because the terminology 
is very similar it is worth noting the 
differences between hand lettering, 
brush lettering, and calligraphy.  

HAnD LETTERIng

Definitions of terms will vary with 
lettering made by hand, or hand 
lettering, because the artform has 
been in practice for centuries over 
the entire globe and has seen many 
trends.  Each of these factors and 
more contribute to the terminology 
used regionally and historically.  
Some styles are named for the in-
strument used in creating the style, 
others for the beauty of the forms. 
Hand lettering can be found written 
as Handlettering or hand lettering, 
it can mean letters made by hand, 
and include brush lettering and cal-
ligraphy, or it can mean larger style, 
or artistic style hand painted let-
tering used in advertisements, the 
handwritten equivalent of display 
font (Biersack; Art Summit).  More 
commonly hand lettering is refer-
ring to artistically drawn letters and 
displays or advertisements that are 
larger version of artistic renderings 

of letters.  The hand lettering art 
form became popular with the rise 
of mass marketing of consumer 
goods produced in factories through 
the industrial revolution.  While 
billboards are no longer hand paint-
ed, hand lettering on windows and 
canopies of shops is ever common. 

BRuSH LETTERIng

According to Scott Biersack, “brush 
lettering is a “fairly broad” term that 
“literally means lettering created with 
a brush (Biersack).” Brush lettering 
dates back to ancient Greece and 
Rome in the western tradition and 
in the eastern tradition it is even 
older. Painting letters with brushes 
was one of the most common forms 
of advertisement and sign paintings 
in the 1800 and 1900’s. Today brush 
lettering is created both digitally 
and traditionally. It is one of the 
more common forms of lettering for 
artwork, hand painted billboard ad-
vertisements, and crafts, gifts, and 
handmade stationary. One of the 
reasons it is so popular is that it does 
not require specific processes and 
measurements to create lettering.  
The tools and instruments are easy 
to use, in expensive and available is 
infinite styles, sizes, and colors. Of 
course, brush lettering uses brush-
es, but more common today is the 

https://tutsplus.com/authors/scott-biersack


brush pen.  The brush pen is used to 
create one of the most popular wed-
ding lettering styles, faux calligra-
phy.  Faux calligraphy is named so 
because it is not real calligraphy.  It 
is not carefully written in prescribed 
format with nibs.  It pretends to be.  
Therefore, anyone can draw out 
the lettering they desire in pencil to 
look like calligraphy and then trace 
the drawing with ink or paint.  The 
ink or paint can be laid with a brush 
or a prefilled ink pen.  The faux 
calligraphy used in Here Comes the 
Bride, The Give Away (Image 3) was 
drawn in pencil and then painted 
with acrylic paint mixed with a bit 
of water, airbrush medium and re-
tarder to create a very fluid texture 
that remained flexible throughout 
the lettering and wet for ease of cor-
recting (Williams, The Give Away). 
Faux calligraphy is a practical alter-
native to hours of practice and mus-
cle memory development required 
to create quality calligraphy.

Image 3 Faux Calligraphy 

Used in Here Comes The Bride Painting #2 The 
Give Away By Lynda Anne Williams, acrylic on 
canvas board 22 x 24 inches

CALLIgRApHy

The Calligrapher’s Bible, by David 
Harris provides an historical sur-
vey of calligraphy from two thou-
sand year old Latin scripts through 
Romans acquiring the alphabet 
from the Etruscans and modifying 
it for their own needs, to the print-
ing press, the decline in need for 
handwritten letter forms, and into 
the revival of “modern calligraphy” 
thanks to the efforts of Edward 
Johnston (1872-1944) (Harris and 
Mehigan; Roussel).  Harris describes 
the “appreciate[ion] for the “prac-
tice” of “the tactile art of calligraphy 
(Ibid).”  This appreciation motivat-
ed Edward Johnston to meticulous-
ly research, practice and acquire the 
skills to create a modern calligraphy 
and teach it to others (Ibid).  That 
style remains the most popular of 
modern calligraphy; it is called 
Foundational Hand (Image 4).  But 
not to be outdone by other styles, 
it too is often known by more than 
one name.  Mary Jane Roussel from 
France refers to Edward Johnston’s 
calligraphy as “foundational hand, 
or book hand, or formal manuscript 
(Roussel). Foundational hand and 
the modern calligraphy revival are 



nearly a hundred years old.  

Image 4 Traditional or Foundational  Hand 

Image source: (Roussel, sec. Merry Christmas Print 
Out Project Sheet)

The tools and materials needed to 
create Traditional hand are either 
a nib pen and ink or a calligra-
pher’s pen such as Pilot Parallel 
Pen with plate nib and refillable 
ink tubes in multiple colors.  The 
pens come in sizes ranging from 
1.5 mm nibs to 6.0 mm.  Common 
uses for Foundational calligraphy 
are for personalized gifts, envelope 
addressing for small business own-
ers and artist mailing purchases to 
customers or labeling and organiz-
ing and home décor.  Of course, 
foundational calligraphy remains a 
favorite style for hand made cards. 
Foundational hand is used in in 
Here Comes The Bride Painting #1 
Cover of Wedding Album (Williams, 
The Wedding Album Cover). 

gOTHIC HAnD 
Textur (or Textura), Rotunda, 
Schwabacher, and Fraktur are 
all classified as Gothic Hand 
Calligraphy.   Textur will likely be 
the calligraphy style used in  Here 
Comes The Bride, Painting 3 Two 
Rings To Rule One (Williams, Two 
Rings To Rule One).  Gothic hand 
is Image 5 Styles of Gothic Hand 
Calligraphy

Image source: (BK, n.Overview on Several 
Blackletter Typefaces. 23 Mar. 2005. selfmade 
image, Wikimedia Commons)

also known as Black letter.  Ina Saltz 
describes “black letter” as appear-
ing “broken because each letter is 
made up of individual strokes,” 
she adds black letter has, “heavy 
dark appearance,” with “little space 
within letters,” and  “tight spacing 
between letters and lines,” giving 



it a “heavy dark appearance” and 
an “overall dark or black color on 
the page (Saltz).”  David Harris 
provides some interesting histori-
cal background and common uses 
of Gothic scripts. The quote from 
The Calligrapher’s Bible, describes 
the history and function of Gothic 
scripts:

“Gothic script developed in 
northern Europe, in prob-
ably something less than 
a decade, in about 1200.  
These were preceded by 
Proto-Gothic scripts deriving 
from Caroline and Insular 
minuscule.  The Quadrata 
scripts are easily recognized 
by their severe angularity 
and compression and were 
the hands of Bibles and 
prayer books.  The secular 
hands for legal documents 
and commerce are cursive 
and designed for writing at 
speed (Harris and Mehigan 
23.)” 

The book The Light of The Home, by 
Harvey Green and Mary Ellen Perry 
quotes etiquette sources requiring 
“restrained” lettering and specif-
ically rejects the use of Gothic or 
Germanic styles in wedding invita-
tions (Green and Perry 22).  Perhaps 
the use of Gothic lettering in sacred 
scriptures made it taboo or sacrilege 
to use it for personal use.

unCIAL 

Uncial will be used in Here Comes 
The Bride, Painting #4 The Bouquet 
Toss, Who Is Next? (Williams, The 
Bouquet Toss). Historically uncial 
was a “Latinized adaptation of 
Greek Uncial (Harris and Mehigan 
56). Uncial is also the were the low-
ercase letters in the English alphabet 
originated (Ibid).  It was the script 
used by early Christians in their 
literature (Ibid). It is use in the Here 
Comes The Bride exhibit because of 
its Christian origins and the impact 
Christianity has had on the world 
and women. 

Image 6 Unical Hand Calligraphy

Image source: (“Uncial Script,” bk.of Kells, 1200 
years old)

CALLIgRApHy AnD THE 
WEDDIng InvITATIOn

People sending any communications, 



including invitations with fanciful 
calligraphy were originally nobility.  
With the rise of a merchant class, 
wealthy aristocrats began sending 
handwritten invitations and notes 
as a means of establishing financial 
prosperity at being able to afford 
handwritten notes.  Then with the 
advancement of lithographs, then 
digital generated and print at home 
boxes, everyone can send a fanciful, 
elegant wedding invitation.  

Weddings were originally intimate 
affairs aside from royalty. The wed-
ding was usually held at the parents 
of the bride’s home with a newspa-
per announcement or a notice with 
visitation hours established.  As 
royal balls declined, and the mid-
dle class grew weddings became 
more public celebrations of coupled 
commitment to love and romance 
and less about establishing family 
alliances though marriage. Most in-
vitations were sent two weeks prior 
to the event and had significantly 
understated lettering. Formal wed-
ding invitations had very specific 
plain requirements. Events most 
invitations from 1600 to 1800 were 
for balls and social extravagan-
zas, or funerals.  Styles Trends of 
Lettering for balls were very similar 
to today’s fanciful wedding invites. 
Preparation for modern wedding 

compares to royal balls. What 
other celebration is similar to the 
royal ball the connects community 
in extravagant celebratory style? 
Baptisms, birth announcements, 
and graduation announcements are 
some of the few announcements 
still popular in contemporary USA.  
However, nothing compares to the 
fantasy expectation and pressure 
women are groomed to participate 
in from infancy, her dream wedding 
day. 

When comparing the energy dedi-
cated by single people to preparing 
for the wedding verses the mar-
riage, it is clear the focus is entirely 
diverted to the celebration day. The 
emphasis is placed on making the 
woman feel like royalty like a queen 
at a royal ball, for one day.  Then 
she is her husband’s property and 
assumed a nonidentity status giv-
ing herself up to a man who cannot 
bring forth life just so that she can 
use her ability to do so.  She will 
stay obligated to servitude to this 
man, her “groom,” long after her 
children are grown and moved on.  
She must commit for life to mar-
riage to use her own uterus. This 
is why the focus is on making her 
dream of her wedding day and not 
a life of marriage. 



COnCLuSIOn

Pomp and circumstance lettering 
created a sense of magic elegance, 
and nobility when announcing balls.  
Conversely wedding invitations 
were sublime plain notes for an in-
timate family commitment.  Today 
the wedding has taken the place of 
the royal ball.  Sadly, as with all of 
them, the ball only last’s one day. 
But marriage lasts a lifetime. About 
the same time balls disappeared 
after the two world wars, weddings 
began to grow in fanfare and guest 
list.  In the 1950’s the nuclear family 
home was the rage.  Women were 
raised on the promise of a dream 
wedding and a home to grow chil-
dren.  The reality of married life for 
women was considerably harsher 
than the dream wedding let on.  As 
a child and young woman, I held 
the newspapers in my hand report-
ing the statistics of women and mar-
riage.  Today those numbers have 
changed, and it is difficult to find 
the studies so readily available in 
the 1979-1980’s.  Statistics showed 
married women died on average 
ten years earlier than single women, 
conversely married men lived 
ten years longer than single men.  
Statistics suggested marriage was 
killing women (Marphatia et al.; Jia 

and Lubetkin; “Tying the Knot Is 
Tied to Longer Life Span, New Data 
Shows”; Grove; HRF).  Some pow-
ers that be do not want women to 
know how bad it was for us in the 
past decades.  I worked firsthand 
in the fight to help married woman.  
As a hospice chaplain I was trained 
by social workers to look out for this 
and to protect women with Adult 
Protective Services.  The problem 
was that patriarchal men were re-
tiring and expecting senior aged 
women to wait on them hand and 
foot.  They were messing up the 
house and demanding attention, 
essentially working their brides to 
death in their old age.  Today nurs-
es and social workers are trained to 
intervene. I had a client who was a 
Holocaust survivor as was his wife.  
They both received checks from 
Germany for about $600 in retribu-
tion to the suffering in the Holocaust 
which were shown to me along with 
memorabilia. The wife was placed 
on hospice and was expected to die.  
Upon being hospitalized she began 
to recover.  She asked to be placed in 
a rehabilitation center to rest before 
she had to go back to her husband 
and work.  She was 9o+ years old 
and still washing laundry, cooking 
three meals a day, doing dishes 
(now for him 3 meals a day plus 



snacks), and cleaning the house as if 
she were his Bride of 25.  The longer 
she stayed away from him the better 
she recovered.  Within six months 
she was the life of her facility.  She 
begged not to be returned to her 
husband, and he begged for her to 
return.  She was placed in a perma-
nent nursing home by her children, 
and they told her husband she was 
too sick to come home.  Sick of him 
was what she was.  This is the end of 
the road for women and marriage.  
Today women are lucky enough 
to have other women in positions 
to welfare check and intervene.  
Feminist activism and hard work 
has done much to bring about the 
change that produced the new sta-
tistics that say marriage is now good 
for both sexes.  But in the last centu-
ry these statistics were very damag-
ing and  very bad for the marriage 
brand. The answer for many was 
surely not to ask men to think about 
their actions and change.  No.  The 
answer was an even bigger wed-
ding.  Less energy fixating on the 
marriage and more time spent on 
planning a wedding maintains the 
feeling of queenly prestige which is 
much more alluring than premature 
death. The more women needed 
convincing of marriage, the grander 
the wedding celebration and with it 

the extravagant wedding invitation. 

 Perhaps more effort should be 
placed on premarital counseling 
than picking out calligraphy styles 
to beguiled guests into pretend-
ing the wedding is the beginning 
of something good for women. 
Perhaps there are better uses for 
calligraphy and brush lettering 
than wedding invitations.  Perhaps 
the societal need for weddings and 
balls points to a need missing in our 
culture to honor and celebrate with 
elegance and fanfare one another. 
Is there not something more mean-
ingful to humans to celebrate than a 
permanent unto death contract that 
results in oppression and premature 
death without intervention? 

Here Comes the Bride in completion 
will include on top of the lovely cal-
ligraphy and fanfare lettering, the 
fine print of the Christian marriage.  
It will include written in gold pen in 
plain legalistic lettering the verses 
from the Judeo-Christian Bible that 
address women.  The exhibit is ac-
companied by a book that to date is 
halfway through Genesis in gather-
ing every verse about women.  The 
entire Bible’s verses about women 
will be examined in the book.  With 
a Master of Divinity from Liberty 
Seminary and a year of Hebrew I am 



girded with the skill set to provide 
the exegesis according to my semi-
nary professors produce ‘excellent’ 
exegesis. The exhibit will challenge 
women and men to think long and 
hard about the motives for their 
dream wedding and how they plan 
to truly cherish each other for life, 
equally.  In light of the most recent 
political regressions in this nation it 
is very likely young women today 
will learn the hard way that the 
sweet traditional 1950’s Christian 
family ended for a reason – it killed 
women, many of them elderly who 
spent their entire lives in subjugated 
servitude to their beloved grooms.  
They gave their entire lives, and 
it was not enough.  As a hospice 
chaplain I was also privileged to see 
their husbands come to grief groups 
asking “Is this were I can find a new 
one?”  A “new one”  This is what 
patriarchy does to men; it estroys 
their souls with entitlement, literal-
ly spoiling them as withholding the 
rod spoils children.  Christian men 
at the top of their self-proclaimed 
patriarchy are immune from conse-
quences and discipline. Calligraphy 
and the fanciful styles communicate 
celebrate the wedding day for a 
reason.  Calligraphy is used in the 
same way little girls are socialized 
by encourages to catch the bouquet 

so they can be next.  Today I see 
too many young woman believing 
the nostalgia of the happy nuclear 
1950’s family.  It did not exist.  It 
was marketing in fanciful font.  It 
is a lie.  The only reason marriage 
made a turnaround was because of 
the feminist egalitarian efforts that 
literally forced men to stop exploit-
ing their wives and children. Today 
the Supreme Court is attempting to 
return us to the days of old. This is 
death to women. Run, woman, run. 

Image 7 A Brief History Of Wedding Invitations 
Source: 1900s: A Brief History of Wedding Invita-
tions.” 
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